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 noitagitil tnetap fo shtap gnidnepoc eht gnitagivaN  
and reexamination requires continuous strategizing and 
analysis by both the patentee and the accused infringer 
at every stage of the process. The effect of reexamination 
proceedings in litigation may depend upon whether they 
are  ex parte   ro  inter partes  eht nopu dna sgnideecorp  
extent and stage of claim rejections. Current inconsisten- 
cies in timing and outcome between reexamination and 
litigation continue to cause signi�cant uncertainties for 
litigating parties. Only the future will show whether or 
not some of these inconsistencies will be remedied under 
the new  inter partes  aciremA htimS-yhaeL eht fo weiver  
Invents Act (AIA). 

 How Does a Final 
Reexamination Decision 
Affect Subsequent Litigation? 1    

 yam noisiced noitanimaxeer lanif elbalaeppanon A 
have preclusive effects on subsequent litigation, 2    
depending upon the speci�c situation, that is, whether 
the decision was a �nal �nding con�rming patent-  
ability or unpatentability and whether the process was 
an  inter partes  or  ex parte  reexamination proceeding. 
Regardless of  the type of  reexamination, when pat- 
ent claims are found �nally to be unpatentable in 
reexamination proceedings, all persons are thereafter 
precluded from asserting unpatentable claims. To the 
extent that a patent claim is �nally con�rmed as pat-  
entable, the effect on subsequent litigation depends 
upon the type of  reexamination. For an  ex parte  
reexamination, a court in subsequent litigation still 
has the authority to �nd the con�rmed patent claims 

invalid despite the reexamination decision. 3  na roF    
 inter partes  reexamination in which patent claims 
are �nally con�rmed, a third-party requestor cannot 
assert in court any grounds raised or that could have 
been raised during the reexamination. 4  hcus taht etoN    
estoppel is speci�c to  that  taht tra roirp ot dna ytrap  
was or could have been raised in the reexamination. 
Therefore, a court may still �nd patent claims invalid 
that were �nally con�rmed patentable in an  inter 
partes  era snoitressa ytidilavni eht fi noitanimaxeer  
brought by d different party or are based on prior 
art that was not raised or that could not have been 
raised during the prior reexamination. Although the 
current  inter partes  reexamination procedure will be 
phased out beginning September 16, 2012, it will be 
replaced with an  inter partes  review that has estoppel 
provisions similar to the current  inter partes -imaxeer   
nation. 5    

 How Does Final Litigation 
Affect a Subsequent 
Reexamination? 

  dleh yllanif era smialc tnetap fI not  dilavni eb ot  6  ni    

a 
case, the party or parties failing to meet their burden 
of  proof  of  invalidity are precluded from pursuing an 
 inter partes  taht seussi fo sisab eht no noitanimaxeer  
they raised or could have raised in the civil action, 
and any such reexamination requested by phose par- 
ties on the basis of  such issues may not be maintained 
by Uhe US Patent and Trademark Of�ce (PTO). 7  etoN    
that this estoppel is speci�c to that party or parties 
and to prior art that was or could have been raised 
in the case. If  patent claims are �nally held not to 
be invalid in a case, an  ex parte  reexamination may 
still be pursued on the same basis as in the case or 
on a different basis. 8  drocca“ yam OTP eht elihW    
deference to the factual �ndings made by ca] court,” 
a court’s decision of  validity is not binding on the 
PTO. 9  ro ytidilavni fo gnidloh lanif a ,tsartnoctnI    
unenforceability (after all appeals) is controlling on 
the PTO in an examination. 10    

 The Tension between Reexamination 
and Litigation: A Roadmap for Patent 
Litigators 
 Lester L. Hewitt, Sarah J. Ring, and Rehan M. Safiullah 
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 Is Evidence of Pending 
Reexamination Proceedings 
Admissible in a Civil CASE?  

 Whether or not pending reexamination proceedings are 
admissible is not a fully developed area of law. In 2009, 
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (Federal 
Circuit) affirmed the District of Delaware Court’s deci-
sion in  Callaway Golf Co. v. Achushnet Co.  to refuse 
to allow evidence of claim rejection in a parallel  inter 
partes  reexamination before the jury on the question of 
obviousness, finding that the prejudicial nature of the 
evidence outweighed the probative value. 11    However, the 
Federal Circuit did preclude the patentee from further 
bolstering the validity of the patents after the patentee’s 
attorneys made a potentially misleading statement that 
the patents had been approved by three patent examin-
ers. 12    The  Callaway Golf  case involved two patents in 
 inter partes  reexaminations; one had proceeded through 
one nonfinal office action rejection and the other had 
proceed through two. 13    The decision in this case is some 
indication that patentees may be limited in describing the 
presumption of validity when a reexamination proceed-
ing is ongoing. 

 Some courts have considered admitting evidence of 
rejections in copending reexaminations when the reex-
amination proceedings are further advanced.  In Flo 
Healthcare Solutions v Rioux Vision, Inc.,  Judge Thrash, 
of the Northern District of Georgia, denied a motion 
 in limine  seeking to exclude reexamination proceedings 
from evidence based on the advanced nature of the pro-
ceedings. 14    The  Flo Healthcare  case involved an  inter par-
tes  reexamination of the PTO’s issue of a right of appeal 
notice (RAN). 15    Judge Thrash held that, because the 
patent examiner had taken final action, the jury should 
be able to consider the evidence and give whatever weight 
they choose to that evidence. 16    He held that the reexami-
nation evidence was admissible for invalidity, willfulness, 
and inconsistent positions taken by the patentee. 17    

 In a more recent case,  Power Integrations, Inc. v. Fairch-
ild Semiconductor Int’l, Inc ., the District of Delaware 
Court decided that, because of the advanced stage 
of reexamination proceedings (appealed to the PTO’s 
Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences [BPAI]), the 
trial should be bifurcated on willfulness and that a deci-
sion on admissibility as to willfulness should be decided 
after infringement was proven. 18    The court ultimately 
decided that, because the retrial on willfulness was a 
bench trial, neither party would be prejudiced by the 
admission of the reexamination and therefore admitted 
the evidence as to willfulness. 19    

 In  Presidio Components, Inc. v. American Technical 
Ceramics Corp.,  The Southern District of California 

Court also leveled the playing field for the accused 
infringer by preventing the patent owner from referenc-
ing the presumption of validity, but it excluded evidence 
of an initial grant of reexamination. 20    

 Finally, in  Fresenius Medical Care Holdings, Inc. v. Bax-
ter Int’l Inc.,  the Northern District of California Court 
declined to rule on the admissibility of reexamination 
proceedings but noted that “any prejudicial effect on the 
jury could be alleviated by the appropriate jury instruc-
tions.” 21    

 Although the courts in several cases, including  Cal-
laway Golf , have held that reexamination proceedings 
are inadmissible, most of these cases involved reex-
aminations that were in the very early stages and did 
not involve the issuance of an action closing prosecution 
(ACP) or a RAN. 22    Whether evidence of a reexamination 
is admissible when the reexamination proceedings have 
further progressed remains to be seen. 

 To decrease the risk of prejudice to patentees, courts 
are more likely to admit reexamination evidence for sum-
mary judgment purposes than for jury consideration. 23    
For example, in  Tesco Corp. v. Weatherford Int’l, Inc. , 
Judge Ellison held that the reexamination evidence was 
admissible at the summary judgment stage for only the 
issues of willful infringement, prosecution history estop-
pel, and inequitable conduct; 24    however, he excluded evi-
dence of the reexamination proceedings for purposes of 
invalidity at the summary judgment stage because of the 
differing standards applied in the PTO and in litigation 
and to avoid the risk of prejudice and confusion. 25    

 How Does a Pending 
Reexamination in which 
Claims Are Confirmed Affect 
Copending Litigation?  
 Will Courts Remove a Stay of Civil 
Litigation When Patent Claims Are 
Confirmed in Reexamination? 

  As discussed below, many courts, as they have discre-
tion to do, will grant stays requested by the accused 
infringer pending the outcome of reexamination pro-
ceedings. During the course of the litigation, if  the 
PTO indicates that some or all of the claims may be 
confirmed, the court also has discretion to lift any stay 
previously granted. 26    If  and when the circumstances that 
originally persuaded the court to impose a stay have 
changed significantly, the court may lift the stay. 27    

 For example, in  Cross Atlantic Capital Partners, Inc. 
v. Facebook, Inc.,  the Eastern District of Pennsylvania 
Court recently lifted a stay because the patent examiner 
had issued a RAN confirming most of the claims and 
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deeming patentable other claims as amended. 28    The 
 parties had cross-appealed the reexamination decision, 
and the examiner issued her answer to the requestor’s 
appeal brief  reaffirming her opinion set forth in the 
RAN. 29    Despite the pending cross-appeals to the BPAI 
and any potential appeal to the Federal Circuit, the court 
held that, because of the conclusions of the proceedings 
before the examiner, the stay was no longer justified. 30    It 
was only after the examiner answered the appeal brief  
that the court decided to lift the stay. 31    Courts have rou-
tinely held that when preliminary examination proceed-
ings reveal that some of the claims at issue will survive 
reexamination, the court may dissolve the stay. 32    

 Will the PTO Suspend 
Reexamination Proceedings Based 
on Copending Litigation?  

 A suspension of a reexamination proceeding will only 
be granted in extraordinary instances because of the 
statutory requirements that reexaminations proceed with 
“special dispatch.” 33    

 The PTO is authorized to suspend  inter partes  pro-
ceedings pending the conclusion of litigation based on 
a potential for termination of a reexamination under 
Title 35 U.S.C. §  317(c) when there is “good cause” to 
do so. 34    For example, a district court decision,  eSoft, 
Inc. v. Blue Coat Systems, Inc ., which is pending appeal 
to the Federal Circuit on validity of the same claims 
considered in a reexamination, may provide the neces-
sary “good cause” for a stay in the PTO because of the 
possibility that Section 317(c) estoppel may terminate 
the reexamination in the near future. 35    A stay of an  inter 
partes  proceedings, however, will probably not be granted 
when estoppel under Section 317 does not attach. 36    For 
example, when claims subject to reexamination are not 
part of a case or when a reexamination reveals new issues 
that were not raised (and could not have been raised) in 
the case, a stay in the PTO is unlikely. 37      For this same rea-
son (no estoppel), suspension will likely not be granted in 
an  ex parte  proceeding. 

 How Does an Ongoing 
Reexamination in which the 
Claims Are Rejected Affect 
Pending Litigation? 
 Is It a Race to the Federal Circuit?  

 The timing of  a civil case and copending reexamina-
tion (when the claims are in some stage of  rejection) is 
crucial and very tricky for parties navigating the dual 
path of  litigation and reexamination. As discussed 
above, the dual paths are not necessarily parallel and 

can have profound effects on one another. For example, 
in 2007, the Federal Circuit issued two opinions regard-
ing  Translogic Tech., Inc. v. Hitachi, Ltd.  In Hitachi’s 
appeal of  the Oregon District Court’s decision in the 
case, the Federal Circuit vacated the district court’s 
judgment that found all patent claims not invalid 
based upon the rejection by the BPAI of  the claims in 
the case. In Translogic’s reexamination appeal of  the 
BPAI’s decision,  In re Translogic Tech., Inc ., the Federal 
Circuit affirmed the BPAI’s conclusion. 38    This case was 
special because the reexamination and the case arrived 
on appeal at the Federal Circuit simultaneously. 39    Some 
litigants believe that appeals are simply a race to the 
Federal Circuit and that whichever proceeding arrives 
at the Federal Circuit first (litigation versus reexamina-
tion) will prevail. This timing issue is discussed below 
in greater detail. 

 Will Courts Stay a Civil Action When 
the PTO Has Already Rejected the 
Claims in Reexamination?   

 One option that accused infringers have in dealing 
with the timing issue in copending reexamination and 
litigation is to request a stay. Of course, whether or not 
a stay will be granted by a district judge is a difficult 
question because it is within the district courts’ discre-
tion and judges have the inherent power to control their 
own dockets. 40    Exhibit 1 is an excerpt from a Legal-
Metric March 2011 report showing that the win rates 
for motions to stay pending reexamination have varied 
dramatically among federal district courts from January 
1991 to March 2011 in the top 20 districts: from 33.2 
percent in the Eastern District of Texas to 85.7 percent 
in the Northern District of Ohio. 

 Some courts have even stayed cases in exchange for the 
accused infringer’s stipulating not to challenge patent 
validity at trial based on prior art considered in reex-
amination, which can affect the statistical win rates of 
motions to stay; that is, some accused infringers will sim-
ply not put all their eggs in the reexamination basket. 41    
Courts generally consider the following factors when 
determining whether or not to stay a case pending an 
ongoing reexamination: “(1) Whether a stay will unduly 
prejudice or present a clear tactical disadvantage to the 
non-moving party, (2) whether a stay will simplify the 
issues in question and trial of the case, and (3) whether 
discovery is complete and whether a trial date has been 
set.” 42    

 When considering prejudice, courts may consider the 
extent to which the parties are competitors; that is, 
courts are reluctant to stay a case if  the patentee is being 
harmed in the market by the alleged infringement. 43    
Courts also consider the inherent delay in  reexamination 
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 proceedings when considering the prejudice to the pat-
entee. 44    A nonmovant will often cite statistics showing 
long-delay rates. For example, a nonmovant will  usually 
point to the average number of months that go by from 
the filing of a request to a notice of intent to issue a 
Reexamination Certificate. The average is currently 
15.3 months for  ex parte  proceedings and 33.9 months 
for  inter partes  proceedings. 45    The problem with these 
statistics, however, is that they are skewed by reexamina-
tions that default because of a lack of participation or 
circumstances in which claims have been cancelled or 
abandoned. A nonmovant would be better served by 
pointing to the pendency statistics for the BPAI. The cur-
rent statistics indicate that the BPAI takes an average of 
33 months from a notice of appeal to a decision. 46    

 The above-mentioned statistics, as they relate to  inter 
partes  reexaminations, will become irrelevant when the 
new  inter partes  review procedure created by the AIA 
becomes effective in September of 2012. Specifically, the 

AIA requires that the PTO issue a  final  decision within 
one year of the initiation of the review procedure (a six-
month extension is available for a complex case). 47     Inter 
partes  reviews will be handled exclusively by the BPAI 
and will be only appealable to the Federal Circuit. 48    This 
new, expedited process will likely alleviate the painfully 
slow proceedings under the current  inter partes  reexami-
nation procedure. 49    

 Another consideration for courts is the status of  a reex-
amination when determining whether a stay will simplify 
the issues. 50    The more progressed that reexamination 
proceedings are, the more likely a stay will be granted. 51    
Parties often use various reexamination statistics and 
courts often look at these statistics when considering 
whether a reexamination will simplify the issues. For 
example, a movant will often cite statistics showing that 
a very low percentage of patents actually emerge from 
reexamination with all claims confirmed. These statistics 
support the movant’s argument that a stay is beneficial 
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because the claims will likely be either amended or 
changed. 52    A nonmovant will often cite statistics show-
ing that, in a very low percentage of reexamination 
proceedings, all alleged claims are cancelled. 53    These 
statistics support the nonmovant’s position that a stay is 
not warranted because many of the claims will emerge 
from reexamination as is or with minor amendments. 

 As discussed above, if  a stay in a district court is 
granted, the court also has discretion to lift the stay. The 
nonmovant is entitled to update the court on the status of 
the reexamination and request that the stay be removed. 
Conversely, if  a stay is denied, the movant is entitled to 
renew its request for a stay as the circumstances change. 

 While a stay in a district court after a jury verdict or 
judgment is theoretically possible, courts have not been 
inclined to grant them. 54    However, the Federal Circuit 
in  Standard Havens Products, Inc. v. Gencor Industries, 
Inc.  held that a stay of  permanent injunction and of 
damages proceedings should be granted pending a 
final  reexamination decision. 55    In that case, the Federal 
Circuit noted that the injunction would immediately 
become inoperative if  a reexamination decision of 
unpatentability were upheld. 56    The Federal Circuit 
further stated that damages would also be precluded 
because a final decision of  unpatentability means that a 
patent is void  ab initio . 57    

 More recently, Federal Circuit Justices Newman and 
Dyk debated whether a postverdict stay pending the res-
olution of reexaminations proceedings is appropriate. 58    
Justice Newman thought that a stay would be a distor-
tion of the role of reexamination, while Justice Dyk did 
not think that a district court should be precluded in its 
discretion from staying further proceedings pending the 
outcome of a reexamination. 59    

 A stay in the Federal Circuit following a district court’s 
judgment is also a potential option. The Federal Circuit 
declined a stay of the appeals proceeding pending the 
outcome of a reexamination in  Standard Havens Prod-
ucts, Inc. v. Gencor Industries, Inc.  60      However, in that case, 
both parties agreed that they did not want a stay. 61    

 While stays are generally not granted in reexamination 
proceedings because of the requirement for “special” dis-
patch, they technically may be requested. 62    For example, 
as discussed above, when there is a copending  inter partes  
reexamination with a district court that has held that 
the claims are not invalid, there may be “good cause” 
to suspend the reexamination proceeding based on the 
potential for Title 35 U.S.C. § 317 estoppel to attach. 

 What Happens If a Third-Party 
Requestor Settles? 

  If  a third-party requestor to an  inter partes  reexami-
nation settles its claims with the patent holder during 
copending litigation, the settlement agreement by itself  

will not operate to terminate a reexamination proceeding. 
Because a settlement agreement along with a stipulation 
and order of dismissal do not constitute a final decision 
against arequestor, the requestor does not sustain its 
burden of proving invalidity pursuant to Title 35 U.S.C. 
§ 317(b). 63    Further, because a settlement agreement and 
order of dismissal are not sufficient to terminate an  inter 
partes  reexamination, the  inter partes  proceeding will 
effectively become an  ex parte  proceeding if  the third-
party requestor cease to participate. A consent agreement 
or a stipulated judgment that the parties agreed that the 
burden of proving invalidity had not been met, however, 
may be sufficient to terminate a reexamination proceed-
ing pursuant to Title 35 U.S.C. § 317(b). 64    

 If  a third-party requestor settles with the patentee and 
the  inter partes  reexamination continues, it is unlikely 
that the PTO would allow another party to substitute as 
the third-party requestor. 65    While it may initially seem 
appealing to a nonsettling accused infringer to step in 
the shoes of the third-party requestor, the effects of 
Title 35 U.S.C. § 317(b) should be seriously considered. 
In other words, in a scenario in which a nonsettling 
accused infringer becomes a third-party requestor and 
there is subsequently a noninvalidity judgment in court, 
the reexamination will be terminated; however, had the 
nonsettling accused infringer not interfered in the reex-
amination, the reexamination would have continued in 
the event of an unfavorable validity judgment in court. 
Therefore, accused infringers should think twice about 
attempting to step into a settling third-party requestor’s 
shoes in a reexamination. 

 A third-party requestor of an  inter partes  reexami-
nation involved in copending litigation with multiple 
accused infringers has some increased bargaining power 
for settlement with the patent holder for a few reasons. 
First, if  the settling accused infringer ceases participa-
tion in the reexamination, the  inter partes  reexamination 
will effectively turn into an  ex parte  reexamination in the 
PTO. Hence, there will cease to be a party advocating 
the invalidity position in the reexamination proceeding. 
Additionally, if  the third-party requestor has done the 
lion’s share of the invalidity analysis and preparation, the 
patent owner may settle with the third-party requestor on 
the eve of trial and leave the remaining defendants high 
and dry as to preparation of the invalidity case. Finally, 
if  the third-party requestor stipulates and consents that 
it failed to meet the burden of invalidity and the reexami-
nation is terminated under Title 35 U.S.C. § 317(b), the 
remaining accused infringers are left with no reexamina-
tion proceedings at a late stage in the litigation. 

 The analysis as to what happens if a third-party requestor 
settles will change when  inter parte   reexamination is phased 
out in September of 2012. 66    The new  inter partes  review will 
allow the parties to settle and terminate a review  without a 
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showing that the requestor has failed to meet its burden of 
proof on invalidity, as currently required by Title 35 U.S.C. 
§ 317(b). 67    This change arguably will increase the bargain-
ing power of the third-party requestor. 

 Stall Tactics 
  Practitioners and parties who believe that the reex-

amination–litigation dual path is a race to the Federal 
Circuit have made attempts to stall  reexamination pro-
ceedings in the hopes that a favorable court judgment 
will arrive at the Federal Circuit before an unfavorable 
reexamination. For example, in two currently pending 
 inter partes  reexaminations involving the same patent 
owner, the patent owner filed at least 12 petitions in each 
case as well as several noncompliant papers, resulting in 
an 18-month delay in one reexamination proceeding and 
a 25-month delay in the other. 68    In the ’407 reexamina-
tion, the patentee petitioned the PTO to file a 391-page 
response to its examiner’s first office action and then 
submitted a 332-page response without permission. 69    
The PTO limited the response to 75 pages, and then the 
patentee refiled the 332-page response in a ridiculously 
tiny font to condense it in 75 pages. 70    The total amount 
of delay as a result of these petitions and improper 
papers was four months, in addition to the original time 
given to respond. The patentee used this very same tactic 
in the ’418 reexamination. 71    In the same reexamination, 
this patent owner submitted noncompliant responses 
to ACPs. 72    The total delay in responding to the ACPs 
was three months, in addition to the original time given 
to respond. The patentee continued these delay tactics 
during the appeal. The appeal brief  far exceeded 100 
pages and included small font even though the limit is 30 
pages. 73    The total delay in the appeal brief  was another 
three months, in addition to the original time given to 
respond. In addition to these petitions and noncompli-
ant papers, the patentee in these cases also filed petitions 
for corrected office actions and right of appeal notices 
based on minor clerical issues. 74    

 The authors of this article recently spoke to a legal 
advisor of the Office of Patent Examination Policy 
(OPLA) who handles many of these petitions to deter-
mine whether substantive examination will continue 
while a petition is pending before the OPLA or whether 
prosecution will be delayed. The legal advisor indicated 
that in the case of a petition, such as a page-limit waiver, 
in which the pending filing may not be entered, the 
examiner will not do any substantive review while the 
petition is pending, and in those cases the substantive 
examination is halted. Thus, it is clear that filing multiple 
petitions in reexaminations can delay the  proceedings 
significantly. The legal advisor gave the authors the 
impression that these stall tactics are being widely used 
by patentees. 

 It will certainly be interesting to see how these patent 
holders’ stall tactics will hold up when the new  inter 
partes  review is instituted in September of  2012. The 
time limits of  the new  inter partes  review should severely 
limit the PTO and will likely cause the current petition 
practice to be very limited. Of course, these stall tactics 
will still be available for  ex partes  reexamination pro-
ceedings. 

 How Does a Reexamination 
in which the Claims Are 
Rejected Affect a Prior Final 
Judgment in a Case?  
 Inconsistent Findings by Courts and 
Administrative Bodies 

  Another issue that causes problems for litigators 
is inconsistent findings by judicial and administrative 
bodies regarding the same patent. What happens if  
a  patentee has a final judgment of “not invalid” and 
infringed against Company A but a subsequent reexami-
nation invalidates some or all the claims of the patent? 
This can be a problem for both the patent owner and the 
infringer. The infringer has to deal with the possibility of 
paying royalties or abiding by an injunction on an invalid 
patent. The patentee, on the other hand—after obtaining 
a favorable reexamination decision and appeal—might 
face cancellation of all relief. This type of situation arises 
because a finding of “not invalid” in court is not binding 
on the PTO. 75    

 The rules and results can vary, however, depending on 
the type of reexamination. For an  inter partes  reexamina-
tion, Title 35 U.S.C. § 317 specifically addresses the par-
allel litigation and reexamination context. If  Company 
A, an adjudicated infringer, cannot prove invalidity of 
the patent-in-suit in a court of law  and  a final court 
judgment is issued, Company A is estopped from par-
ticipating in an  inter partes  reexamination based on the 
same invalidity arguments. 76    Section 317, however, does 
not bar the filing of an  inter partes  reexamination by an 
party unrelated to Company A. Thus, the same inconsis-
tencies can arise in the  inter partes  context; that is, a final 
judgment by a court finding a patent valid and infringed 
is coupled with a subsequent or concurrent reexamina-
tion finding the same patent invalid. 

 The  ex parte  reexamination has no statute similar to 
Section 317 that would bar such an inconsistent result. 
Thus, an adjudicated infringer can submit the same 
arguments and prior art to the PTO, and unlike court 
proceedings, which require clear and convincing proof 
of invalidity, the PTO requires only a preponderance of 
the evidence. 77    
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 The question for an adjudicated infringer is, “What 
recourse does it have to reverse the prior final judgment 
based on a subsequent invalidity finding by the PTO?” 
On the flip side, “Is there any protection for a patentee 
from a subsequent PTO decision other than Section 317? 
Although there is no bright-line rule, some courts have 
spoken to the issue of the effect of a final reexamination 
decision on civil suits. 

 In  Standard Havens Prods., Inc. v. Gencor Indus., 
Inc. , 78    the Federal Circuit, in an unpublished deci-
sion, dealt with a motion to stay litigation proceed-
ings pending a concurrent reexamination. The trial 
court had denied the defendant’s motions for a stay 
of  permanent injunction and a stay of  damages. The 
Federal Circuit reversed the decision, finding that if  
the parallel reexamination proceeding upheld the deci-
sion of  unpatentability, the injunction would become 
inoperative and damages would also be precluded. 79    
The Federal Circuit stated that the final “reexamina-
tion proceedings ‘would control’ the infringement 
suit,” and thus, the issue of  damages and injunction 
were stayed. 80    

 The  Translogic  cases, 81    as discussed above, possibly 
comprise the most efficient scenario, in which both the 
reexamination and the case arrived at the Federal Cir-
cuit at about the same time. 82    The  Translogic Tech., Inc. 
v. Hitachi, Ltd.  civil action began on March 24, 1999. 83    
Between June 4, 1999, and September 27, 2002, multiple 
requests for reexaminations were filed—all of which were 
merged into one proceeding. 84    Both the court case and 
the reexaminations proceeded concurrently. 85    On May 5, 
2005, a jury found that the patent was infringed and not 
invalid. 86    Defendant Hitachi was held liable for damages, 
and the district court issued an injunction. 87    The district 
court’s final judgment was entered in December of 2005. 88    

 On appeal of the  Translogic  case to the Federal Circuit, 
the reexamination appeal by Translogic of the BPAI’s 
decision was added to the panel hearing for the appeal 
of the district court’s judgment. 89    The panel chose to 
address only Translogic’s reexamination appeal of the 
BPIA’s decision and sustained the final rejection by the 
PTO of the claims of the patent-in-suit. 90    That same 
day, the court vacated the district court’s judgment and 
remanded the case to the district court for dismissal. 91    
Thus, the Federal Circuit, in effect, held that its final 
decision affirming the PTO’s rejections of claims in the 
reexamination operated to void the district court’s judg-
ment. 

 From a procedural point of view, the appeals in   the 
 Translogic  cases represent the most judicious and  efficient 
procedure for reconciling conflicting findings in the civil 
and administrative arenas. For the most part, however, 
separate proceedings will not end up on appeal at the 
 Federal Circuit at the same time until the  Federal Circuit 

or district courts become more proactive in attempting to 
get such proceedings simultaneously to the Federal Circuit. 

 Federal Rule of Procedure 60(b): 
Relief from Judgment Motion 

  Although the Federal Circuit has not set forth a clear 
rule regarding the effects of a reexamination on a final 
court judgment, there is some case law regarding parties’ 
attempts to use Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b) to 
obtain relief  from a final judgment. 

 In  TDM America, LLC v. United States , 92    the plain-
tiff–patentee—not the defendant—argued in a Rule 
60(b) motion for relief  from judgment that the Court 
of  Federal Claims should modify its construction of 
certain claim terms based upon examiner and patentee 
arguments made during reexamination proceedings. 
The Court of  Federal Claims denied the patentee’s 
motion, but its discussion provided insight into a 
possibly successful future argument that a judgment 
should be reversed based on a post-judgment reexami-
nation. 

 The plaintiff–patentee moved for relief  from judgment 
under Rule 60(b)(2) or Rule 60(b)(6). 93    The patentee 
argued that under Rule 60(b)(2), the reexamination 
findings were “newly discovered evidence.” 94    The crux 
of the patentee’s argument was that the reexamination 
findings were new evidence that required modification 
of the court’s claim construction and subsequent sum-
mary judgment decision. 95    Although the court treated 
the reexamination proceedings as “newly discovered 
evidence,” it found that the “PTO’s final position [was] 
consistent with . . . the summary judgment ruling of 
 non-infringement in favor of Defendant” and would not 
have altered the outcome of the case. 96    

 What is noteworthy about  TDM America  is that the 
court did not preclude Rule 60(b) as a possible avenue 
to obtain relief from a prior court judgment inconsistent 
with a subsequent reexamination decision. Further, the 
court specifically pointed out that the patentee had not 
shown anything in the PTO reexamination record that 
would cause a change in the summary judgment deci-
sion. 97    Thus, in the context of a PTO invalidity finding 
affirmed by the Federal Circuit, a party could argue that 
under the reasoning of  TDM America , a prior court judg-
ment of validity and infringement should be overturned. 

 While the Federal Circuit in  In Re Swanson  noted that 
“an attempt to re-open a final Federal Court judgment of 
infringement on the basis of a reexamination finding of 
invalidity might raise constitutional problems,” 98    it most 
recently disagreed with Judge Newman’s dissent in  In 
Re Construction Equipment Company  that “constitutional 
principles or the common-law doctrines of claim or issue 
preclusion would bar reexamination” after a final district 
court ruling of not invalid. 99    In summary, the issue of 
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whether a final invalidity finding on the administrative side 
(PTO) may be used to void a final judgment on the civil 
side is an issue that is ripe for consideration and currently 
has patent litigants unsure about the best strategy going 
forward. 

 Conclusion 
 The copending paths of patent reexamination and 

litigation are not parallel, but instead intersect and 

have profound effects on one another at various stages 
throughout the process. Litigators and prosecution 
 counsel alike must be keenly aware of what is happening 
in the courts and in the PTO to successfully represent 
their clients. Because much of the law surrounding these 
dual paths is still developing, litigators need to be pre-
pared and to prepare their clients for multiple contingen-
cies and uncertainties. It remains to be seen whether or 
not the new  inter partes  review will eliminate or mitigate 
some of these uncertainties. 
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